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New measurements of the Coherent Elastic Neutrino-Nucleus Scattering (CEvNS)
are expected to be achieved in the near future by using two neutrino production chan-
nels with different energy distributions: the very low energy electron antineutrinos
from reactor sources and the muon and electron neutrinos from Spallation Neutrino
Sources (SNS) with a relatively higher energy. Although precise measurements of
this reaction would allow an improved knowledge of standard and beyond the Stan-
dard Model physics, it is important to distinguish the different new contributions to
the process. We illustrate this idea by constraining the average neutron root mean
square (rms) radius of the scattering material, as a standard physics parameter, to-
gether with the Non-Standard Interactions (NSI) contribution as the new physics
formalism. We show that the combination of experiments with different neutrino
energy ranges could give place to more robust constraints on these parameters as
long as the systematic errors are under control.
PACS numbers: 13.15.+g , 12.15. -y
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Four decades after its theoretical prediction [1], the COHERENT collaboration [2] has
eventually accomplished the challenge of first observing the Coherent Elastic Neutrino-
Nucleus Scattering (CEvNS) phenomenon. This measurement was achieved with neutrinos
coming from a Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) with energies up to 52.8 MeV. The im-
portance of this neutrino reaction lays on the fact that it can be used as a powerful tool
for precision measurements at low energy ranges, as well as a mechanism for ruling out or
confirming a variety of new physics scenarios [3–23].
In addition, future dark matter experiments are nearing their sensitivity to the neu-
trino floor [24], and an accurate characterization of the detector target materials through
CEvNS [25], using diverse neutrino data from SNS and reactors, will be important in dis-
criminating the neutrino background from a true wimp signature [26, 27].
The CEvNS reaction in the energy regime of the SNS depends on nuclear form factors,
introducing their own source of errors [26, 27], which unfortunately tend to be difficult to
have under control. In contrast, the detection of CEvNS from reactor neutrinos (with an
average energy of < Eν >≈ 4 MeV) in the foreseeable future, would allow the study of
neutrino physics in the very low energy window, a regime where there is nearly no contri-
bution of the nuclear form factor. Many experiments under commissioning are in the quest
for the first detection of CEvNS using reactor neutrinos as a source; among them we have:
TEXONO [28], CONUS [29], NU-CLEUS [30], CONNIE [31–35], MINER [36], RED100 [37],
and RICOCHET [38].
Because of their different characteristics, it can be expected that the combination of
CEvNS from reactor and SNS fluxes can accurately constrain standard and non-standard
physics. It would be desirable to investigate how the correlation between different pa-
rameters describing standard and non-standard interactions can be disentangled combining
various experimental setups. The interplay among different observables has been analyzed
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3in previous studies, including the correlation between the weak mixing angle and the neu-
tron skin [39], as well as between the form factor uncertainties and new physics constraints
in current and future SNS CEvNS experiments [40]. On the other hand, in this work we
simultaneously study the potential to measure the relevant parameter for the nuclear form
factor (the neutron rms radius Rn) and the restriction to new physics in the non-standard
interactions (NSI) formalism, a model independent picture able to describe many beyond
Standard Model scenarios for neutrino interactions [41–44]. Until now, NSI have been exten-
sively studied in the context of CEvNS [9, 10, 12, 22, 23, 45–47] and its current constraints
are already useful for global analysis [48–51], specially to break some of the well known de-
generacy problems leading to the LMA-Dark solution [52, 53] and to the possible degeneracy
in probing CP violation in neutrino oscillations [54, 55].
II. NON STANDARD NEUTRINO INTERACTIONS AND CEVNS
As we mentioned above, the detection of CEvNS has been pursued for a long time and
since the first results were presented by the COHERENT collaboration [2], the interest to
confirm such reaction has increased. In this section we briefly introduce the main charac-
teristics of the CEvNS process, to be used in later calculations. Within the SM, the CEvNS
differential cross section is given by [56–59](
dσ
dT
)coh
SM
=
G2FM
pi
[
1− MT
2E2ν
]
[ZgpV FZ(q
2) +NgnV FN(q
2)]2. (1)
where, M is the mass of the nucleus, Eν the incoming neutrino energy, T is the nucleus
recoil energy, FZ,N(q
2) are the nuclear form factors, and the neutral current vector couplings
(including radiative corrections) are given by [45]:
gpV = ρ
NC
νN
(
1
2
− 2κˆνN sˆ2Z
)
+ 2λuL + 2λuR + λdL + λdR
gnV = −
1
2
ρNCνN + λ
uL + λuR + 2λdL + 2λdR (2)
where ρNCνN = 1.0086, sˆ
2
Z = sin
2 θW = 0.2312, κˆνN = 0.9978, λ
uL = −0.0031, λdL = −0.0025,
and λdR = 2λuR = 7.5×10−5 [60]. Notice that the previous relations depend on fundamental
parameters such as the weak mixing angle, sin θW , on nuclear physics through the form
factors FZ(q
2) and FN(q
2), and on the specific detection target through the proportion of
protons to neutrons Z/N .
4For the purposes of this work, we are also interested in the search for new physics. As
mentioned before, a common framework is that of non-standard neutrino interactions [41–
43]. In this scenario, new terms containing non-universal and flavor changing currents are
present. These terms are parametrized as dimensionless coefficients εqVαβ (with q = u, d, V =
L,R and α, β = e, µ, τ .) proportional to the Fermi constant. The parameters for which
α = β refer to non-universal interactions, while those with α 6= β correspond to flavor-
changing terms. By introducing these parameters, the CEvNS cross section in the spinless
limit, for T << Eν , is given by [29, 45, 47, 61–63]:
dσ
dT
(Eν , T ) 'G
2
FM
pi
(
1− MT
2E2ν
){[
Z
(
gpV + 2ε
uV
ee + ε
dV
ee
)
F VZ (Q
2) +N
(
gnV + ε
uV
ee + 2ε
dV
ee
)
F VN (Q
2)
]2
+
∑
α
[
Z
(
2εuVαe + ε
dV
αe
)
F VZ (Q
2) +N
(
εuVαe + 2ε
dV
αe
)
F VN (Q
2)
]2 }
,
(3)
in the expression above, we have exemplified NSI for the case of an incoming electron
(anti)neutrino flux, as is the case of reactor neutrino experiments. The corresponding cross
section for an incident muon and tau (anti)neutrino is straightforward to obtain by replacing
e↔ µ, τ , respectively. Comparing this last equation with the Standard Model case of Eq. (1)
we can notice that, besides the dependence on the previous parameters, such as the nuclear
form factors, we now have the dependence on the NSI parameters εqVαβ . A first approach has
been to study each of the observables separately. With this method it has been possible
to obtain constraints for the neutron rms radius [13, 40, 64], NSI parameters [12, 65] and
neutrino electromagnetic properties [12, 66, 67], among others. Most of these analyses have
been done for one parameter at a time. As a next step in this direction, we aim to forecast
whether a combination of different CEvNS measurements disentangles information from
different observables, in order to have more reliable constraints.
In the next sections we will discuss this case of NSI as well as the neutron radius distri-
bution, the latter being a parameter contained within the nuclear form factor.
III. CEVNS EXPERIMENTS WITH REACTOR ANTINEUTRINOS
Reactors have been a useful source of antineutrinos since the first neutrino signal ever
detected [68, 69]. The most used reaction to detect them has been the inverse beta decay [70–
73] while neutrino-electron scattering has given complementary information, although with
5less statistics due to the smaller cross section [74, 75]. A measurement of CEvNS from reactor
anti-neutrinos will give yet another channel to measure the anti-neutrino flux and could give
complementary information to constrain, for instance, a sterile neutrino signal [14, 18, 19].
The expected number of events to be detected in a CEvNS reactor antineutrino experi-
ment is computed by using the integral of the incoming neutrino flux times the cross section,
Nevents = tφ0
Mdetector
M
∫ Eνmax
Eνmin
λ(Eν)dEν
∫ Tmax(Eν)
Tmin
(
dσ
dT
)coh
dT. (4)
Where t is the exposure time of the experiment (that we will consider as one year), φ0 is the
antineutrino flux from the reactor, Mdetector is the detector mass, M is the nucleon mass,
and λ(Eν) is the antineutrino energy spectrum. Notice that in general, the cross section
dσ/dT refers to either the Standard Model or to the NSI one, which are given, respectively,
by Eqs. (1) and (3).
Due to the low energy antineutrino spectrum, the momentum transfer is small and the
nuclear form factors are expected to be close to unity and almost constant. Therefore, the
dependence on nuclear physics effects will be rather weak for this kind of experiments.
For the antineutrino energy spectrum λ(Eν) we will use the theoretical one discussed in
Refs. [76, 77], which is parametrized as:
λ(Eν) = Σlflλl(Eν) = Σlfl exp
[
Σ6k=1αklE
k−1
ν
]
, (5)
fl represents the fission fraction for the given isotope (
235 U, 239 Pu, 241 Pu, 238 U) in the
reactor. For the case of CONNIE we will consider [31, 32] (0.55:0.32:0.06:0.07) while for
CONUS we use the fission fractions [29] (0.58:0.30:0.05:0.07). For the specific values of the
coefficients αkl we follow the prescription given in [76]. This expression is valid for energies
above 2 MeV, while for lower energies we use the values reported in [78].
With this information, we can make a forecast of the sensitivity to NSI for a future CEvNS
reactor anti-neutrino measurement. We can consider that the experiment will measure the
Standard Model (SM) predicted number of events, N exp = NSMevents, with a given statistical
and systematic error. We can then compute a χ2 statistical analysis as
χ2 =
(NSMevents −N th)2
σ2stat + σ
2
syst
. (6)
There are several experiments that are trying to observe CEvNS from a reactor antineu-
trino flux. In this work we will focus in two particular experimental setups, the CONUS and
6Tthres Baseline Z/N Det. Tec. Fid. Mass
CONNIE [31, 32] 28 eV 30 m 1.0 CCD (Si) 0.1− 1 kg
CONUS [29] 100 eV 10 m 0.79 HPGe 4− 100 kg
TABLE I: List of the experimental proposals to detect CEvNS in reactor neutrinos.
the CONNIE proposals, which main characteristics are listed in table I. One of the main
reasons for considering these experiments is that they use two different materials (Germa-
nium and Silicon, respectively) and detection technologies, this will lead to complementary
results for the NSI constraints, specially because they have a different proportion of protons
to neutrons, a quantity to which the cross section is sensitive.
After performing a χ2 analysis, we have found the corresponding constraints on NSI for
these two proposals. In each analysis we take only two nonzero NSI parameters. We include
the statistical uncertainty as σstat =
√
NSMevents, with N
SM
events the expected number of events
to be measured in one year. For the systematic errors, we assume an 8 % contribution,
considering that systematic uncertainties such as background and quenching factor (QF)
can be under control. We also computed the optimistic case of a 4 % systematic error and,
finally, the ideal case where only statistical uncertainties are taken into account; although it
is unexpected that the systematics could be smaller that the statistical error, it gives an idea
of the more optimistic achievable constraint. The results are shown in Fig. 1 for the non-
universal NSI parameters and in Fig. 2 for the flavor-changing ones. We can see that both
proposals could give a good restriction for the NSI parameters if they are considered one at
a time. In particular, we can see that, when we take one parameter at a time, the constraint
is quite strong and would improve current limits given by other experiments [41–43]. This
information is of relevance for the future exact determination of the standard oscillation
parameters by long-baseline experiments, in particular of the CP violating phase, δCP , that
could have a different value if flavor changing NSI are present [55].
Moreover, if we combine the two results it might be possible to obtain a more robust
constraint in the sense that the parameter degeneracy can be resolved. In this case, it
is important to include the systematic errors of the reactor antineutrino flux and their
correlations. We will see that the influence of such correlated error is mild and perhaps
there could be other systematic uncertainties that would be more relevant, such as the QF.
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FIG. 1: Expected exclusion for the non universal NSI parameters in the case of detection of
CEvNS at the reactor neutrino experiments CONNIE and CONUS, the colored regions
indicate the exclusion with an overall systematic error of 0, 4 and 8%.
To illustrate the effect of the correlations for the reactor antineutrino spectrum, we have
considered it for the moment as the only source of systematic uncertainty and made a
complete χ2 analysis. For this analysis we closely follow the approach described in Ref. [79]
where the covariance matrix is diagonalized in order to simplify the numerical analysis. In
this framework we start with the covariance matrix
V lkk′ = δαklδαk′lρ
l
kk′ (7)
where δαkl are the errors of the coefficients αkk′ that appear in Eq. (5) and ρ
l
kk′ the corre-
sponding correlation matrix (these values were reported in Ref. [76]). The systematic error
arising from the reactor antineutrino flux is given then by
(δN νl )
2 =
∑
kk′
∂N νl
∂αkl
∂N νl
∂αk′l
V lkk′ . (8)
To work with the diagonal form of the covariance matrix, it is necessary to introduce new
coefficients [79], ckl, that are defined by the relation:
αkl =
∑
k′
Olk′kck′l, (9)
with Ol a rotation matrix such that it diagonalizes the covariance matrix V l
OlV l(Ol)T = diag[(δckl)2]. (10)
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FIG. 2: Expected exclusion for the flavor changing NSI parameters in the case of detection
of CEvNS at the reactor neutrino experiments CONNIE and CONUS, the colored regions
indicate the exclusion with an overall systematic error of 0, 4 and 8%.
With this new parametrization, the reactor antineutrino flux will be given by
λl(Eν) = exp
[ 6∑
k=1
cklp
l
k(Eν)
]
, (11)
with plk(Eν) the polynomial
plk(Eν) =
6∑
k′=1
Olkk′Ek
′−1
ν . (12)
After these computations, the covariance matrix will be given as
σ2ij = ∆
2
i δij +
∑
l
δN liδN
l
j (13)
with ∆2i the statistical uncertainty for the i
th bin either for the CONNIE or CONUS future
measurement, and δN li the contribution to the systematic error of the i
th bin due to the l
isotope (235 U, 239 Pu, 241 Pu, 238 U).
With all these computations we can now define the covariance analysis for the χ2 function
χ2 =
∑
ij
(N theoi −N expi )σ−2ij (N theoj −N expj ), (14)
with
N theoi = N
235
i +N
238
i +N
241
i +N
239
i , (15)
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FIG. 3: Expected exclusion for the non-universal NSI parameters for a combined analysis
of the reactor neutrino experiments CONNIE and CONUS and we include only the
statistical error and the correlated systematic error from the reactor antineutrino spectrum.
The region indicate the exclusion at 90 % CL when we consider a 100 % efficiency.
the theoretical expected number of events.
The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 3 for the non-universal parameters. We
can see the complementarity between both reactor measurements and also notice that flux
uncertainties related to the reactor antineutrino flux would not be the most relevant source
of errors.
IV. CEVNS EXPERIMENTS WITH SPALLATION NEUTRON SOURCE
Besides reactor antineutrinos, we can also make an analysis based on neutrinos coming
from the SNS. That is the case of the COHERENT collaboration, which used a CsI detector
to make the first measurement of CEvNS. Here, a relatively high energy proton beam collides
with a mercury target to produce high energy neutrons. As a result of the interaction, there
is also a production of electron neutrinos, muon neutrinos and muon antineutrinos, each
with a distribution of the form:
dNνµ
dE
= ηδ
(
E − m
2
pi −m2µ
2mpi
)
. (16)
10
dNνµ
dE
= η
64E2
m3µ
(
3
4
− E
mµ
)
(17)
dNνe
dE
= η
192E2
m3µ
(
1
2
− E
mµ
)
, (18)
being η = rNPOT/4piL
2 a normalization factor with r = 0.08 the number of neutrinos per
flavor; NPOT = 1.76 × 1023, the number of protons on target, and L the distance from
the source to the detector. The total neutrino flux will be given by the sum of the three
contributions. In contrast to neutrinos coming from nuclear reactors, these neutrinos have a
maximum energy of ∼52 MeV and, in consequence, the form factors are no longer constant
and they play an important role in the computation of the cross section. This means that
the experimental data coming from this measurement is sensible to nuclear information (see
below) as discussed in Ref. [13]. In this section we will simultaneously study the nuclear
neutron distribution of Iodine together with the possibility of having NSI interactions in
the process. First we will make the analysis using the currently available data from the CsI
detector and then we will give a future perspective for the NaI proposal [80].
Once the neutrino flux has been specified, we can compute the expected number of
events, which for this experiment is given by:
N th = ND
∫
T
A(T )dT
∫ 52.8MeV
Emin
dE
∑
a
dNa
dE
dσa
dT
, (19)
with ND the number of targets within the detector and A(T ) an acceptance function.
The nuclear recoil energy T has a maximum value which is well approximated by
Tmax(Eν) ' 2E2ν/M , while the minimum value is specified by the detector properties. The
sum runs over the three different neutrino fluxes, each multiplied by the corresponding
cross section, which can be either the standard or the non-standard one depending on the
NSI parameters under study. Also, for all our SNS calculations we have set the same time
window as the one reported by the COHERENT collaboration in [2].
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As mentioned before, this neutrino counting experiment is sensitive to NSI parame-
ters and to the neutron nuclear distribution. The former explicitly through the cross
section in Eq. (3) and the latter through the form factors in the same equation. It has
been shown that the effect of the form factor in the theoretical number of events is model
independent [13], and thus we will consider both proton and neutron distributions as given
by a Symmetrized Fermi one, that is [81]:
F SFA
(
q2
)
=
3
qcA
[
(qcA)
2 + (piqa)2
] [ piqa
sinh (piqa)
] [
piqa sin (qcA)
tanh (piqa)
− qcA cos (qcA)
]
, (20)
with A = Z,N indicating the form factor for protons and neutrons, respectively; q2 = 2MT
and, in both cases, a = 0.5233 fm is a parameter related to the surface thickness. On the
other hand, the parameter cA contains information about the corresponding rms radius RA
through the relation:
R2A =
3
5
c2A +
7
5
(pia)2. (21)
We can use this dependence to get constraints for the neutron rms radius of heavy isotopes
on the target material. This can be done by minimizing the squared function:
χ2 =
(
N exp − (1 + α)N th(X)− (1 + β)N bg
σ
)2
+
(
α
σα
)2
+
(
β
σβ
)2
, (22)
Here N exp represents the measured number of events, N th(X) corresponds to the predicted
one as a function of a set of parameters X, N bg is the number of background events coming,
for instance, from neutrino induced neutrons [82] and prompt neutrons [2], and α, β are
parameters which quantify systematic and background errors with their corresponding
uncertainty.
Based on the previous discussion we present our results. First, we will present our ob-
tained constraints from the published CsI COHERENT data [2]. To this end, by following
the approach in Ref. [13], we will consider Cs and I nuclei as indistinguishable, with their
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corresponding proton distributions as well known. Besides, the acceptance function in Eq.
(19) will be given by:
A(x) =
a
1 + exp(−k(x− x0))Θ(x− 5), (23)
where Θ is a Heaviside modified function and a, k and x0 are fixed parameters [83].
The argument x (number of photoelectrons) in Eq. (23) satisfies x ∝ Qf (TA)TA, with
Qf the quenching factor, defined as the nuclear recoil energy fraction, compared to an
electron recoil. Initially, this quenching factor (QF) was considered by the COHERENT
collaboration as constant [2], but recent studies have proposed a behaviour as a function of
the nuclear recoil energy as shown in Ref. [84]. For our calculations we will consider both
pictures and see how the results are affected by the choice of QF.
Besides being sensitive to Rn, notice that the cross section in (3) also depends on
NSI parameters. This means that any experimentally measured deviation from the SM
number of events in Eq. (19) can be attributed to a lack of knowledge of the nuclear
distribution of the Cs and I nuclei or to new physics. Motivated by this last statement,
and as a first approach, we will consider one of the NSI parameters, dVee , as non-zero and
we will constrain it together withRn. That is, we will minimize Eq. (22) withX = {dVee , Rn}.
The analysis in this case was carried out by energy bins as in [13], with experimen-
tal data and background events, and their corresponding uncertainties, taken from [2].
The results are shown at 1σ (region between blue lines) in Fig. 4, where a comparison is
done for different QF. The left panel of Fig. 4 shows the results with the QF used by the
COHERENT collaboration, which implies σα = 0.28, whereas in the right panel we used
the QF proposed in [84], with σα = 0.135. In both cases we took σβ = 0.25. Notice that
the effect of taking a different QF is observed as a displacement in the allowed region.
In addition, motivated by the discusion in section I, we can combine the results of
nuclear reactor and SNS experiments to get better constraints to both parameters. To
this end we follow a simple approach for which the total χ2 function will be given by the
sum of the individual ones, as usual for independent observables. Due to the low energy
13
FIG. 4: Left panel: Allowed region from the CsI COHERENT data for the NSI parameter
dVee vs the mean neutron radius Rn at 1σ. The original quenching factor reported by the
collaboration was considered in this case. The restriction from a combined result with a
future measure from the CONUS reactor experiment is illustrated with a red line. Right
panel: same analysis as in the left panel, but considering now the recent reported new
quenching factor (see text for details). In both panels we have considered that reactors
experiments will have an 8 % systematic error.
regime, the reactor measurements will be only sensitive to the NSI interactions. The results
are also shown in the same left and right panels of Fig. 4, respectively, where we present
the expected region of the combined analysis of the COHERENT data with the expected
results from the CONUS experiment. In the first panel, the allowed region is consistent
with Ref. [13], which corresponds to the standard case without NSI.
The complete plan of the COHERENT collaboration includes a NaI detector to measure
CEvNS. We will show what would be the expected impact on the previous results by using
this kind of detector. To this end, we follow a similar approach as for the CsI detector, but
as we are talking about a future experiment, we need to make some assumptions. We will
take the material detector mass, distance from the neutrino source, and threshold nuclear
recoil energy as those given in Ref. [80], and regarding the acceptance function we will
consider the ideal case on which it is equal to one for all T , this is justified by the fact that
the characterization of the NaI material has not been reported yet. Another important
14
FIG. 5: Expected futuristic constraints from a NaI detector in combination with a
CONNIE futuristic result at 1σ. In this case we have considered different cases for the
total measured events at CONNIE that illustrate how the combination of the two
experiments can discriminate the values of both standard and non-standard parameters.
We have considered that reactors experiments will have an 8 % systematic error.
assumption is that we will take the experimental number of events in Eq. (19) to be the SM
prediction considering a neutron rms radius of 5.5 fm, which corresponds to the minimum
in the squared function when there are no NSI parameters involved and when a QF as that
used by the COHERENT collaboration is taken. Finally, we considered an optimistic case
on which σα = 0.05 with N
bg = 10% of the SM prediction and σβ = 0.10.
The results are shown at a 1σ level as the region between blue lines in Fig. 5.
Following the previous analysis, we also show the expected region, combined with the
CONNIE experiment analysis from Section III. In addition, we show the expected results
assuming that the CONNIE experiment, (the one with higher systematic uncertainties)
reports a ±30% deviation from the SM prediction. This assumption is only illustrative, so
we can see that a considerable deviation from the SM prediction results in a displacement
of the central value related to both the nuclear rms radius and the NSI parameter under
study, but with the width of the errors unchanged. Notice that if CONNIE measures an
excess above the SM prediction, the average radius should have a larger value, while the
NSI signal will have negative values. In contrast, when the measured number of events for
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CONNIE is lower, the neutron radius takes lower values and the NSI parameter prefers
larger ones. This is consistent with the form factor dependence on the neutron radius and
with the cross section linear and quadratic dependence on the non-universal NSI parameter
dVee .
V. CONCLUSIONS
The increasing activity for a first detection of CEvNS with reactor antineutrinos and for
an improved measurement of SNS CEvNS [80, 85], opens the door to future precise neutrino
physics and to physics beyond the Standard Model constraints.
In order to have reliable constraints on physics beyond the Standard Model, we should
have under control all possible standard contributions for a variation in the number of events,
including the freedom in the nuclear physics parameters that appear in the neutron form
factor. We have illustrated how current measurement of CEvNS can be ascribed either to
a correction in the neutron mean radius or to a variation in the NSI parameters. In the
near future, reactor and SNS CEvNS measurements could be complementary and will help
to improve the knowledge of nuclear and Standard Model parameters, constraining at the
same time new physics, such as NSI parameters.
We have computed the expected sensitivity to NSI for different CEvNS proposals in reac-
tor neutrinos and showed how, in combination with SNS experiments, they can contribute
to have robust measurement of the mean neutron radius while improving NSI constraints at
the same time.
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